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Session overview

What are the key challenges that we should be 
focussing our time and budgets on?

If we are a small department what activity should we 
focus on?

How can we get our colleagues to help us?

Where do we need external support?



Selfie alert

1997-2007 ISC/ISIS/ISCis: National Press Office, London & SE 
Regional Office

2007- 2016: Freelance marketing and PR projects for independent 
and state schools

2016-now: PT/Term-time Marketing Manager/SLT at a small boys 
only day prep in West London

Governor at a state infant school for 5 years; as Chair recruited a 
new headteacher

Parent to 12 and 10 year olds both being educated at outstanding 
state schools



My marketing challenges 

Affordability 

Increasingly demanding parents 

Improved state provision

Fewer primary aged children

Understanding the Millennial mindset

Rise and rise and rise of digital marketing 

Engaging with my colleagues

Maintaining the momentum under Covid

Meeting challenges and changes with a shrinking budget



Our landscape – pre-Covid

“There is a prevailing sense in 
many schools that these are dark 
times for the sector… the next five 
years will be a defining period” 
with the three key challenges 
being:

Dwindling numbers

High fees

Political intent

April 2019



The Junior Challenge

Increasingly parents want their child to 
be optimised and if they feel this isn’t 
happening they will move elsewhere.

Many prep schools are barely covering 
costs. 

Senior schools are becoming the 
competition – lowering entry age in 
order to secure established markets.



Affordability

Parents who can still afford fees are 
successful and they know what good looks 
like and they expect it from others. 

“They understand the dangers of 
complacency, mediocrity and poor customer 
service and they don’t want this from their 
child’s school.”

Philip Evitt, Headmaster Highfield Prep 
School, The State of Independence

Target parents paying £85+ per 
day nursery fees 

Longer day

Quality extra curricular 
provision

High level of comms/feedback

Meet current expectations



Increasingly demanding parents 

Meet (even exceed) their workplace and 
consumer experiences and 
expectations. 

Loyalty is to their child

“Parents expect a level of individualised 
care and knowledge of their child far 
beyond what was demanded in the 
past.”

Philip Evitt, Headmaster Highfield Prep 
School, The State of Independence

Direct email access to staff

Regular face-to-face time

Evidence of happiness, progress 
and achievement

Regular surveys 

“Pulls” – child focussed 



Improved state provision

Investment from government

Parental choice/league tables

Status symbol of house in catchment

“Try before you buy” “State til 8”

Pack mentality until something goes 

wrong / parental inertia

Small (but not too small) class 
sizes – adapt and be flexible

Backfill – have a strategy

Meet data with data

Tailor visit to prospect 

Use parent advocates

Know what an outstanding state 
primary school looks like



Fewer primary aged children

Fewer children Year 5 down

Expansion of the best state schools 

during boom Y6-12 years has opened 

up access to these sought after 

schools

BUT…

Keeping everything crossed for a 

Covid baby boom

Keep an eye on the admissions 
data

Keep an eye on your 
competitors

Set realistic targets OR make 
changes eg expand your own 
provision

Transparency with parents



Understanding the Millennial mindset

“Until now, members of the millennial generation—those 20- and 30-

somethings born from the late ’70s to the late ’90s—have mostly been busy 

following themselves.” Time Magazine

Digitally native, ethnically diverse, late-marrying and less bound by traditional 

gender roles than any generation before it. 

A smartphone and a social network always at hand opening them up to more 

public criticism—as well as affirmation—than previous generations

Millennials are still marked by their optimism. They have faith in progress, 

equality and Google. 



Understanding the Millennial mindset

They are more open-minded; more receptive to change

They Google EVERYTHING. 

81% share photos of their kids on social media [70% of Gen X parents and 

47% of Baby Boomer parents]

57% think they are doing a good job of parenting – more confident that 

older generations

Less money than their parents – childcare, housing, student loans



Mastering the Millennial mindset

Engage with them – they love to connect

“Go” where they are online. Stalk (not follow) them on social media. 

Read their blogs. Understand their values and red flags

Ditch the print

Invest in SEO and building your own profiles and channels

Video – everywhere

Reviews



Rise and rise and rise of digital marketing 

New skills required

What social media do we prioritise

Monitor insights; ditch what doesn’t engage

Balance between marketing and connecting 

Identify and engage with parent/community 
influencers

Be brave; leave your comfort zone



Internal engagement

They are not always the target market. 

Their purchasing and decision making habits are not 
necessarily aligned to those of our customers. 

They may not share the same views and values. They 
may not even be online or social media.



Internal engagement

Show, Share and Tell approach

Show them what the competition is doing

Show them how your parents behave

Share with them how successful their content has been

Tell them how it is. Explain what the challenges are –
where we need to improve, how they can help.



Maintaining the momentum under Covid

Current parents and new joiners were our priority

Focus on connection, communication and content

Encouraged parents to send in content of boys completing tasks and 

activities

Online visits once back in school. Adapted our model; resisted temptation 

to spend lots of money on virtual tours etc. Stuck to our strengths and 

messages.

Used Teams between lockdowns and continue to do so now



Doing it all with the same/less budget

5 years ago:

• Ringfencing time for strategy; at home, undisturbed. 

• Engaging with and keeping current parents and pupils happy – they are 
our advocates and key drivers of recommendations and new joiners.

• Crafting relevant and exciting communications

• Market and competitor scanning.

• Feeding back into the marketing plan and revising where needed.

These are MY strengths. This is why I was recruited.



Doing it all with the same/less budget

How I increasingly spent most of my time:

• Planning, creating or editing content for social media/e-newsletter. 
Very slowly and ofen amateurishly.

• Chasing “missing” content

• Fobbing off print advertising sales calls/emails

• Posting and scheduling on social media and e-newsletter layout

Not MY strengths but needed to be done; leaving less time for 
strategic work



What did we realise?

A one person department is no longer fit for purpose

The constant need to create quality content was becoming 
overriding and unmanageable

We should continue to outsource key projects and areas 
where there is no expertise within the school

We should move away from the things that don’t work and 
our target market do not engage with (even if we still do)



What did we do?

Recruited a digital marketing intern BEST DECISION EVER

Got a little bit braver and post Covid ditched a lot of print 
advertising (which paid for a lot of the intern post)

Honest with colleagues about the real challenges in front of us and 
their important role in supporting the marketing effort

Divert money on prospectus, booklets etc to child focussed products

Move to individual tours. Minimal open days. 

Use free tools as much as we can – upgrade only when necessary



What we will keep paying for

The big parent survey every 2/3 years and non-joiners 
research

Design (although if we were a larger school I’d bring this in 
house)

Rebranding – external support critical here

The wow marketing video – every 2 years

ADVICE from experts in their fields



The next five years

“For the average, stand-alone prep school in the UK, school 
leaders are at full stretch simply trying to keep the lights on 
at home.” Ben Thomas, Thomas’s Day Schools

• Affordability

• Relevance

• Managing parental expectations



The next five years

“Private schooling is, for the vast majority, an unaffordable 
luxury, not even worth contemplating. In fact, in some 
cases, the sense of unreality of private schools is so great 
that a proportion of families that could afford it choose not 
to, shunning the privileged bubble of independent 
education in favour of outstanding schools in the 
maintained sector, where they believe their children will 
more likely encounter ‘the real world’, which they will enter 
as adults.” Ben Thomas, Thomas’s Day Schools



The next five years

Dare to be different

Embrace change

Engage, engage, engage

Act with the mindset of your market


